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ABSTRACT. The acquisition of radiotherapy planning scans on positron emission tomography (PET)–CT scanners requires the involvement of radiotherapy radiographers. This study assessed the radiation dose received by these radiographers during this process. Radiotherapy planning 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) PET–CT scans were acquired for 28 non-small cell lung cancer patients. In order to minimise the radiation dose received, a two-stage process was used in which the most time-consuming part of the set-up was performed before the patient received their 18F-FDG injection. Throughout this process, the radiographers wore electronic personal dosimeters and recorded the doses received at different stages of the process. The mean total radiation dose received by a radiotherapy radiographer was 5.1 ± 2.6 μSv per patient. The use of the two-stage process reduced the time spent in close proximity to the patient by approximately a factor of four. The two-stage process was effective in keeping radiation dose to a minimum. The use of a pre-injection set-up session reduces the radiation dose to the radiotherapy radiographers because of their involvement in PET–CT radiotherapy treatment planning scans by approximately a factor of three.
scanner (GE Healthcare), using standard whole-body imaging scanning parameters; however, as the scan was specifically for radiotherapy planning purposes, it extended only over the lungs and was thus of a shorter duration than a routine whole-body scan (10–15 min compared with 30–35 min). The patients were positioned exactly as they would be for treatment, with the aid of a flat couch top and immobilisation device (MedTec thorax board; MedTec, Orange City, IA), by the radiotherapy radiographers. External fixed lasers were used to aid patient set-up. The equipment and patient positioning used are standard techniques within radiotherapy but are more rigorous than would usually be required for diagnostic imaging. The radiographers also make permanent marks on the patient’s skin. These provide a reference between the internal anatomy of the patient represented in the PET and CT images and an external landmark, which is used to position the patient for treatment. All other patient care, e.g. injection and care after the scan, was performed by PET scanner staff as normal.

The care required in setting up a patient for a radiotherapy treatment planning scan can result in a significant amount of time being spent in close contact with the patient. We have previously reported a technique designed to reduce the potential radiation dose to the radiotherapy radiographers by minimising the time spent with the patient after injection of 18F-FDG [3]. Figure 1 illustrates this process, which is briefly described here for clarity. The most time-consuming part of the process is in the initial set-up of the patient on the scanner, as this is the first time that the patient has been in the treatment position. Therefore, this was carried out before the patient had their 18F-FDG injection — the “cold set-up session”. This also allowed time for the radiographers to talk to the patient. These radiographers generally work in pairs, to allow verification of patient set-up. All but one of the patients were set up by two radiographers working together. The radiographers marked the patient’s skin non-permanently and made a careful note of the patient’s position on the immobilisation device on the scanner, so that the patient could be quickly and accurately re-positioned after injection. The patient was then moved from the PET–CT couch to a separate injection and preparation room. The patient was injected by the nuclear medicine staff and remained under their supervision and care during the uptake period and their visit to the toilet before they returned to the PET scanning room for their radiotherapy planning scan.

At this stage, the patient was re-positioned on the scanner by the radiotherapy radiographers as quickly as possible using the set-up information determined during the “cold set-up session”. During this “hot set-up session”, radio-opaque markers were attached over the non-permanent marks on the skin. These markers were not attached earlier in case they moved during the uptake phase. When the set-up was complete, the nuclear medicine staff acquired the PET–CT images. The total time on the scanner was 15–20 min. On completion of the PET–CT scan, the radiographers made permanent marks on the patient’s skin at the positions of the radio-opaque markers.

Each radiotherapy radiographer wore an electronic personal dosemeter (EPD) at waist level throughout this process, and the radiation doses measured during each stage were recorded. An annual calibration of the EPDs used (Siemens mark 2.3 (Siemens, Germany) or Stephens Mini 6100 (Stephens, UK)), which was traceable to national primary standards, was performed. Different pairs of radiotherapy radiographers (from a pool of five) were involved in the PET–CT scanning for different patients, although one radiographer was involved with 25 of the 28 patients in the study. At all times, the radiotherapy radiographers tried to minimise the time they spent in close contact with the patient, and they increased their distance from the patient whenever possible.

**Results**

The “cold set-up session” typically lasted 20 min, whereas patient re-positioning during the “hot set-up session” took an average of 5 min and permanent marking took on average 4 min. Therefore, the initial “cold set-up session” allowed the radioactive patient to be quickly re-positioned for scanning. Table 1 shows the mean, standard deviation and range of the radiation dose received by a radiotherapy radiographer during these processes. The average total radiation dose to a radiotherapy radiographer during the process of acquiring an RTP PET–CT scan was 5.1 μSv.

Figures 2 and 3 show the radiation doses recorded for each radiographer for each individual patient. For Patient 1, the radiation dose received during permanent marking was not recorded; and for Patient 26 the radiation dose measurement was only recorded for one of the radiographers, as a second EPD was not available.
The radiation doses received by the radiographers for individual patients are different, as generally one took the lead while the other assisted. During the hot set-up sessions, problems were experienced during the set-up of both of the patients (numbers 21 and 22) for whom the highest doses were recorded. In one case, the patient set-up had to be repeated owing to a technical problem with the scanner and, in the other, the patient had a tremor that made set-up difficult. During the “permanent marking” session, the cases for which the radiographers received higher doses than normal were those in which they spent additional time in the room with the patient after the permanent marks had been made, usually because the patient required additional assistance.

Discussion

The average total radiation dose received by the radiotherapy radiographers was 5.1 μSv per patient. This is comparable to the doses received by nuclear medicine scanning staff working with PET scanners [4, 5]. The two-stage set-up process was effective in reducing radiation dose to the radiographers as, without the “cold set-up session”, they would have spent approximately four times as long in close contact with the patient prior to the scan. Based on the measured average radiation doses and times required for set-up and permanent marking, it is estimated that the radiation doses to the radiotherapy radiographers are reduced by approximately a factor of three (14.1 μSv compared with 5.1 μSv) by having a “cold set-up session”.

The use of a “cold set-up session” also ensures that any difficulties in positioning the patient in the treatment position on the PET–CT scanner, e.g. due to scanner bore size, are resolved before the patient has their 18F-FDG injection. A simulator session may be considered as an alternative to the “cold set-up session” on the PET–CT scanner. If the system’s bed and bore arrangement could be sufficiently well duplicated, it would be possible to perform the cold set-up prior to the PET–CT study, thus minimising time required on the PET–CT scanner and making booking arrangements more flexible. However, the unique geometry of the PET–CT scanner, and in particular the bore size, may be difficult to simulate on a conventional simulator or CT scanner. The authors identified clear benefits in performing the set-up in situ at the PET–CT scanner. The permanent marking session contributed approximately 40% of the average dose. The permanent marks are used to provide a reference between the radio-opaque marks visible on the images and the internal anatomy of the patient, including the gross tumour volume. They are subsequently used to set up the patient for treatment. It is standard practice when acquiring planning CT scans to perform permanent marking after the images have been acquired and checked. This ensures that the permanent marks accurately represent the position of the radio-opaque marks, as seen on the images. Permanently marking the patient before the planning scan in the “cold set-up session” could potentially introduce uncertainties in the set-up process. Also, if a patient’s marks do not immediately align to the lasers before scanning, it can be more straightforward to modify the initial non-permanent marks on the patient rather than adjust the position of the patient relative to the lasers.

The results do not indicate that there was any reduction in radiation dose as the radiographers became more experienced in setting up the patients for PET–CT RTP scans. This is likely to be because a radiotherapy radiographer was involved in setting up the procedures to be used, and all radiotherapy radiographers received training before taking part in PET–CT RTP scans. This is very important for what is a new role for radiotherapy radiographers.

The uptake time used in scanning these patients was 45 min, which is routine in our department. If longer uptake times were used, it could be assumed that the radiation dose to the radiotherapy radiographers would be reduced. In addition, if the patients had whole-body

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Radiation dose (μSv)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot set-up session</td>
<td>Mean: 3.1 ± 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range: 0.7–9.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permanent marking</td>
<td>Mean: 2.0 ± 1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Range: 0.5–7.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
scans rather than scans of shorter extent over the lungs only, the dose during the permanent marking session would also be reduced owing to further decay of $^{18}$F. Therefore, the doses reported here may be regarded as upper limits.

Although this study included only NSCLC patients, the results are likely to be applicable to other therapy planning scans using $^{18}$F-FDG, as therapy CT scanning time-slots are generally not modified as a function of site (i.e. the time allocated for the RTP imaging procedure, including the patient set-up, is usually fixed). However, this should be confirmed with site-specific studies.

**Conclusions**

Involvement in the PET scanning process during the acquisition of dedicated PET–CT RTP scans is a relatively new role for radiotherapy radiographers. This role incurs an additional occupational radiation dose above that normally received during the PET scanning process. In addition, a dual-bore PET–CT scanner can present additional challenges to the patient positioning process relative to a standard single-bore CT scanner for radiotherapy treatment planning. A “cold set-up session” was effective in reducing the radiation dose to the radiographers involved in the process, with an estimated dose reduction by a factor of three. The average total radiation dose received by the radiographers was 5.1 μSv per patient, which is comparable to the doses received by nuclear medicine scanning staff working with PET scanners.
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